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Making an impact

The journey home Rescue flight

MAF missionaries make the difference.
In this issue of Flying for Life we
celebrate their commitment

One family’s journey from initial inquiry
about joining MAF, to settling in to their
new life of ministry in South Sudan

MAF missionaries work together to
rescue a medical team trapped by
gunfire and civil unrest
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We’re looking for committed
Pilots • Aircraft Mechanics • Avionics Technicians • Teachers • IT Specialists • Business Administrators

Christians with a passion to serve.
Sound like you or
someone you know?
Visit mafcanada.ca/somethingbigger to
watch an informative and inspiring video.
Then, contact our recruiting department
to begin the journey of a lifetime.

In October I had the privilege of
participating in the Kodiak tour
mentioned in this edition of Flying For
Life. It was a very special trip. As a pilot,
I thoroughly enjoyed flying in a brand
new airplane. It
was also great
to re-connect
with friends
and supporters
across western
Canada. I had
the privilege of
sharing about
the ministry of
MAF at every
event, and
what it has
personally been
Gary and Doreen Toews
like to be part
of this organization including the work,
and blessings, as well as some of the
challenges experienced.
As we travelled around western
Canada, we met many folks who support
MAF through their prayers and finances.
At one event it was special to meet three
generations of MAF supporters, from
teenager to father to grandfather. We
also had the opportunity to meet the
donors who provided the majority of
the funding for the Kodiak bound for
service in Ecuador. Without the ongoing
generosity of MAF supporters, this
ministry could not continue.
On this tour we also were in contact
with families who are actively preparing
to serve with MAF. Some are well on
their way, while others are still building
the necessary hours to meet MAF’s entry
requirements. I believe we may have
also met some other future pilots and
mechanics - whether it was children
dreaming of becoming an MAF pilot or
young adults contemplating what to do
with their lives.
In this issue of Flying for Life we have
chosen stories that show what happens
around the world because of the people
involved with MAF in the many areas of
our ministry. Our pilots are the ones you
often hear about as they are on the front
lines piloting the airplanes, but the pilots
are only a small part of the team that
makes these flights happen.

The MAF team also includes mechanics
who keep the airplanes operational,
ground staff that plan the loads and
refuel the airplanes. Another part of the
MAF team are the supportive spouses
and families, and teachers that teach the
missionary kids who come along to these
remote locations with their parents.
The MAF team doesn’t end overseas
but includes the home office in Guelph
as well. Besides the administrative
and fundraising roles, we also provide
Member Care to support our overseas

Your faithful prayer and
financial support fuels
MAF’s ministry, allowing
us to go and serve as
God leads.
staff. And another part of our team is
you, our supporters. You play a vital role
in this ministry with us. Your faithful
prayer and financial support fuels MAF’s
ministry, allowing us to go and serve as
God leads.
As you can see, MAF has to work as
a team to be successful to accomplish
our goal - that of seeing peoples’ lives
changed both physically and spiritually.
Thank you for the part you play on this
team.

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a
Christian organization whose mission
is to fly light aircraft and use other
technologies in isolated parts of the world
to bring help and hope to people in need.
Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the
Good News of Jesus Christ in places of
deepest human need – where flying is not
a luxury, but a lifeline.
Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights
a day. Every gift helps! Please mail your
gift, visit us online at mafcanada.ca or call
us toll-free at 1.877.351.9344.
Flying for Life
is published by
Mission Aviation
Fellowship of
Canada and printed
in Canada.
Editor Beth Round
Layout Mark Field
Cover Pilot, Chris Ball, along with his wife,
Karyn, and son, William, in South Sudan.
Photo LuAnne Cadd
Share your comments
Contact us at flyingforlife@mafcanada.ca
Our mission:
Sharing God’s love through aviation and
technology.
Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada is
a Canadian registered charity (Registration
# 12994 2561 RR0001) and is able to
issue receipts for income tax purposes.
Financial statements are available on
request.
Gifts allocated toward an approved
project will be used as allocated with the
understanding that once project needs
are met, gifts will be used where needed
most.
MAF Canada is a charter
member of the Canadian
Council of Christian Charities.
Country statistics taken from the World
Factbook and World Health Organization.

Gary Toews
Interim CEO
MAF Canada
I thank my God every time I remember
you. In all my prayers for all of you, I
always pray with joy because of your
partnership in the gospel from the first
day until now. Phil 1:3-5

Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada
264 Woodlawn Rd. West
Guelph, ON N1H 1B6
Toll-Free 1.877.351.9344
mafcanada.ca | info@mafcanada.ca
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News in brief

Former MAF
missionary teacher
Lindsay Brazeau
shares about her
experiences in
Papua, Indonesia.
Story and Photos Lindsay Brazeau

I

n 2008 my husband, Jeremy, called
me over to the computer and showed
me a picture, coupled with a question
that would change my life. It was a lush
tropical photo showing the grounds of
Hillcrest School in Papua, Indonesia.
“They need teachers. Do you want to
go?”
I didn’t even have to think about it.
When I was seventeen, I went forward

Above Outdoor education is a
major component of studies at
the Hillcrest School in Papua,
Indonesia
Below Lindsay and her
husband Jeremy

at the school on nearly a daily basis. We
made friendships here that will endure
eternity.
One of the great blessings of working
at Hillcrest is that teachers are able to
share their faith with the students in
their classroom. Lessons can take on
a much more meaningful sense when
you are able to include God. This also
gives you the opportunity to reach out
to the non-Christian business students
in ways you could never do in Canada.
The relationships between students and

create unique activities for them, made
possible by the tropical setting of this
beautiful island.
The opportunities afforded to us while
teaching overseas would make most
National Geographic photographers
jealous. We were able to fly in to small
villages in the mountains, with runways
that end with a cliff, and see firsthand the
work the church planters and translators
are doing in furthering the Kingdom of
God. We camped on remote beaches and
saw the beauty of unspoiled coral reefs

MAF supports efforts to combat a deadly
Ebola outbreak in the DRC

O

n August 26, 2014 the Minister of
Health (MoH) in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo confirmed an
outbreak of the Ebola Virus Disease (EVD)
in the country. With no usable roads from
the capital of Kinshasa to the outbreak
zone, MAF was able to provide a critical
link to the remote Boende district of the
DRC where the outbreak was identified.
“There is a small airstrip in the area that
we can use to deliver medical personnel
and supplies such as personal protective
equipment, medication, syringes, and

Making every flight count in Mongolia

Short-term teachers:

long-term impact
at a missions conference offering my
service to God and here I was, seven
years later, seeing the opportunity
presented to me. God had recently
closed a door and I felt this was my
window, opened wide on a tropical
paradise. Here I saw my dream of serving
God and being a gym teacher intersect.
My husband and I had the privilege
of working at Hillcrest for three years.
The province of Papua and its people
are beautiful and greatly in need. There
we were able to be a small part of the
amazing work that God is doing. Hillcrest
serves the missions community by
ensuring their children receive a first
rate education even though they are a
world away from their passport nations.
The expat community in Papua centers
around the school and we immediately
felt welcomed into its fold. Social events,
both spiritual and otherwise, take place

teachers are much different. You are
often seen more as an ‘Aunt’ or ‘Uncle’
as your interactions with students go
beyond the classroom. This in turn
gives you the opportunity to set a good
example for them in the way you handle
some of the stresses that can come with
living in a developing country.
While you can choose to go in and
teach and leave at the end of the day,
Jeremy and I loved being involved in a
lot of the extracurricular activities like
starting a weight lifting club, coaching
sports teams, organizing trips and special
events (climbing to the waterfall, going
to the beach or glo-in-the-dark dodge
ball). There is so much you can do to
make sure that even though these kids
are going to school in such a remote
area, they don’t have to miss out on all
the things they would be part of back
‘home’ and even take the opportunity to

and the vastness of God’s imagination
in the creatures that inhabit them. To
look up each night and see the Southern
Cross in the night sky and know God
planted each of those stars there. To live
in a place where you find yourself tested,
stretched and relying on God. These are
some of the reasons why I am so glad I
said yes that day.

quarantine equipment. We have also
carried specimens out to Kinshasa for
testing,” said Nick Frey, MAF Programme
Manager in West DRC.
Aiding in the efforts to treat those
affected with the virus and contain its
spread, MAF pilots and aircraft were
busy transporting medical personnel and
supplies into the remote airstrip. In total,
MAF flew 6,302 kilograms of cargo and
109 passengers into the affected areas
of the country, travelling over 12,000
nautical miles.

O

n a recent flight from Uliesti to
Ulaanbaatar, Blue Sky Aviation, as
MAF is known in Mongolia, was able to
multiply the impact of a single flight.
After receiving word that a Korean
missionary was sick and needed to be
rushed to the city of Ulaanbaatar for
treatment, the Blue Sky team jumped into
action. The flight would save a grueling
30 hour trip over rugged roads, a difficult

trek for anyone even in good health.
One passenger meant a lot of empty
seats, so a call was made to the remote
hospital in Uliesti, and a number of other
sick patients and doctors were quickly
added to the passenger list. Thanks to
the team’s thoughtful planning, these
additional patients were able to receive
necessary, more advanced treatment
than what could be found locally.
They were also given some special
reading material for the 3 hour trip. MAF
pilot Ryan Van Geest reports “The green
and blue books the ladies are reading
are ‘The Daily Bread,’ a small devotional
printed in Mongolian. Besides the Korean
missionary, there were no other Christian
passengers so it was a good opportunity
to share through the devotions.”

MAF Canada’s board chairman, Bill
Watson (third from the right) poses
with MAF missionaries Tim and Barb
Huebner (left), Neil and Meredith Bittle
(right), and Brett and Jaclyn Reierson
(centre) at the MAF booth following
a presentation at a local church in
Calgary. Visit mafcanada.ca or contact
us toll-free at 1.877.351.9344 to book a
MAF presentation at your church.

Above A worker sanitizes the
MAF plane following a flight to
the infected region

“MAF has been involved by offering
logistics support and flight operations
from Kinshasa Ndolo airport to Boende
with occasional stops in Mbandaka or
Semendua for refueling/passengers. MAF
has been working with WFP, MoH, WHO,
and other agencies to coordinate efforts
in the fight against Ebola.”

Every little bit counts

Photo Jo Lamb

W

hile performing flights for Mercy
Ships in Madagascar, MAF pilots
Josh Plett and Becki Dillingham had the
pleasure of meeting a young man named
Eli. Encouraged by his parents to tithe his
pocket money, Eli has chosen to donate
to MAF each month for the last two years
(and counting!), as he has a keen interest
in aviation.
Eli has been living aboard the Mercy
Ships hospital ship for two and a half
years, with his parents and two sisters.
Mercy Ships personnel fly around the
country with MAF, screening patients to
come to the ship, which is equipped with
five state-of-the-art operating rooms, for
free medical aid not usually available in
their villages. Eli’s parents, Nick & Dianna,
serve as the ship’s chaplains.
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On Wings
of Love
Pilot Jason Krul, shares the details of an
impromptu flight that saves an infant’s life.
Story and Photos Jason Krul

O

minous clouds have been forming
since noon and I can feel the wind
picking up as well. Looking down at the
ocean I see the dark water churning
beneath me, and flashes of lightning
illuminate the sky around as we cruise at
2,000 feet above the ocean.
It’s 2:00 p.m. on Saturday, October
18. After a busy day of flying I am just
heading back to Port au Prince. My last
stop was Port De Paix, a small airstrip
in Northern Haiti, where I just dropped
off a group of community development
workers who will be working in the
region for several weeks.
As my thoughts begin to drift to what I
need to do once I get home, I am startled
by the radio which begins to crackle.
“Hotel Hotel Lima Lima Sierra Base One,
do you copy?”
“Yes, go ahead base one,” I respond
into the mike. It’s Mildreed, our flight
follower.
“What is your location?” She asks. I give
her the details.
“Do you have enough fuel to divert to
the Island of La Gonave before returning
to Port au Prince?”
Looking at my fuel gauge I make some
quick calculations. Yes, I still have the
minimum amount of fuel necessary to
divert there but it will be tight as I have
been watching the weather begin to build
and will likely have to follow the coastline
back to get to Port au Prince. I pass on
the information and change course.
Mildreed then fills me in on the details:
“There’s a four month old baby girl in
respiratory distress and the hospital on
the island just doesn’t have the right
equipment to help her. The doctors want
to medevac her to a hospital in Port au

Opposite Page Severe storms
can arrive quickly and often
without warning, and can
hamper emergency flights

Above After picking up his
passengers, MAF pilot, Jason
Krul pilots his plane towards
Port au Prince

Top Right An ambulance and
medical team stand by to
transport 4-month old Dore to
the neighboring hospital

Haiti

Prince as soon as possible.”
“Tell them I’m on my way, and to head
directly to the airstrip. The weather is
deteriorating and we need to be back
in Port au Prince before the rain hits,” I
reply.
I pray silently for the little girl and also
that the weather will hold off until we are
able to complete the flight. Thankfully it’s
not far to the island of La Gonave.
Twenty minutes later I touch down
on the rough, dirt strip. Following the
checklist, I turn off my instruments
before shutting down the engine. Once
it’s safe to deplane I make my way to a
waiting Land Cruiser. A small crowd has
gathered around a mother and baby. The
baby has an oxygen mask over her small
face to help her breathe.
Taking one look at the large oxygen
tank I sigh. It must weigh at least 100lbs

and it’s obviously seen better days. It’s
rusted and dented and the pressurized
tank is not only too hazardous to

Dore Nazaire is only
four months old, the
same age as my
youngest son,
Alexander, and every
breath is a struggle.
transport, but also too large to fit in the
cabin with the passengers.
I explain the situation to the medical

staff who nod understandingly. The
oxygen mask is removed from the child
allowing me the opportunity to see her
large dark eyes. Dore Nazaire is only
four months old, the same age as my
youngest son, Alexander, and every
breath is a struggle.
Knowing time is of the essence, I
quickly get to work loading the mother,
child, doctor and nurse into the airplane.
I then go through my checklist before
taxiing and taking off east toward
the mainland. Fighting the wind and
watching the clouds continue to form, I
increase my speed. Once we’ve leveled
off at a mere 1,000 feet and are on direct
course to the Port au Prince airport I
check back to see how Dore is doing.
With concern I notice her blue tinged
mouth. Her eyes are closed as if she’s
sleeping. I watch as her mother opens a
bottle of water and sprinkles some on her
face. She awakes with a start, gasping for
air. Knowing God is in control I pray for
sweet Dore and for peace for her mother

and wisdom for the doctor and nurse.
Fifteen minutes later I’m relieved to
have the Port au Prince airport in sight.
Battling the wind I execute a short
landing before taxiing to the domestic
terminal. Our ground crew has already
arranged an ambulance for Dore, which
is waiting on the tarmac. She is quickly
hooked up to an oxygen mask, and after
a heartfelt thank you from Dore’s mother
and the doctor, they are all whisked
away by ambulance to the hospital. The
twenty-minute MAF flight has saved them
hours of travel by boat on the rough seas,
and likely this young girl’s life!
Watching the ambulance disappear
through the airport gates, I silently thank
God that He spared Dore so far and
pray that if it is His will that she may be
healed.
MAF is known around the world as
Wings of Love, and I am thankful that I
had this opportunity to show His love
to the people we are here to serve.

Population
9,996,731
Access to improved water
62.4%
Number of doctors
1 / 4,000 people
Average income
$1,300 / year

MAF in Haiti (2013)
Partners served
81
Hours flown
1,190
Cargo delivered
151,613 kgs
Passengers carried
6,276
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When Canadian MAF
pilot Chris Ball, his
wife Karyn and their
14-month-old son
William, set foot in
South Sudan, it was
the beginning of a
new chapter that
began a decade ago.
Story Karyn Ball
Photos LuAnne Cadd

I

held back tears as the plane touched
down at Juba International Airport; we
were finally home.
Happy tears, weary tears, all types of
tears. The flight itself was less than four
hours in length, however, our family’s
journey home to Juba has been two and
a half long years.
It’s been a tough road here. From the
day we sent in our initial application to
MAF, to all the evaluations and training,
to the support raising, to the endless
packing and painful farewells. It’s been a
challenging journey, but an amazing one
too.
It all started over a decade ago, before
we even knew one another. Chris was

raised in record time. Someone lent us a
vehicle when we were in need and our
housing situations have always worked
out perfectly, even though sometimes it
all came together at just the last minute.
We’ve experienced God’s strength and
comfort as we’ve moved our little family
halfway across the world. And we’ve
found joy amidst the hardships and
disappointments of this missionary life.
I recently asked Chris; “Now that you

As we unpack our boxes and settle in
our house here in Juba, we feel as if
we are finally home. This is what we’ve
been waiting for, hoping for, longing for.
Every other place Chris and I have lived
in together so far has been a temporary
spot, an in-between home, part of a
waiting period. If you saw our new place,
it probably wouldn’t be your dream home.
It’s a long, rectangular pre-fabricated
home with a very basic design. Three

know all that we had to go through in
order to get here, would you have done
it?” “No way,” he said and then quickly
added; ”But I’d do it all over again.”
I couldn’t have said it better myself.
It’s been incredibly hard at times, but it’s
been worth it. I really would do it all over
again.
It is quite a sight to see all your
possessions being packed in a plane. You
have to be very precise in your packing,
making sure it is all balanced and
ensuring that neither the weight nor the
size of anything is too big for the plane to
handle. It’s kind of like putting the pieces
of a puzzle together, making sure it all
fits together just right. But we did it. Our
cargo included the washing machine,
toys, rug, ironing board, food items,
boxes, suitcases and even our little guy’s
trike. You can imagine his excitement as
he saw his favourite toy unloaded off the
plane. He headed straight for it, a very
happy reunion.

bedrooms, some living space, a kitchen
and a bathroom. It was brought over in
pieces from China and then assembled
here on the MAF compound. It is pretty
much like living in a metal shipping
container, thankfully with electricity
and air conditioning. It even boasts of
magnetic walls. But it is home for us.
Ever since we initially decided to join
MAF in 2012, we’ve been waiting. Waiting
for a place to call home. And this is it. As
I unpack, put screws in the walls, hang
pictures and fill the bookshelf, I can’t
help but feel settled already. Even if it
was a mud hut in the middle of nowhere
(thankfully it is not!), or just a simple
house in the capital of South Sudan,
we’re eager to make it our home. We’ve
got a birthday drawer with candles and
napkins and décor for those special
celebrations. We’ve got a certain spot
on a cupboard shelf for our favourite
Christmas decorations, ready to be
used this December, brought all the

way from Canada in our suitcases. The
first Saturday morning we were here,
we made waffles and enjoyed a family
breakfast. Because that’s what we do.
We’re putting our special touches here
and there to make it feel like home.
Because it is.
Most people sounded shocked when
we told them we were moving to South
Sudan. I’m sure countless others called
us crazy, though thankfully they didn’t all

The journey home to

South Sudan
on a construction mission trip in the
Dominican Republic and felt God’s
leading into full time missions. I went
on a short-term mission trip to Kenya
and knew in my heart that God was
calling me to the mission field. We met
at Bible college and five years later our
friendship grew into something more.
We were later married, on 9 July, 2011,
the exact same day that South Sudan
gained its independence, with the dream
of entering the mission field with MAF.
During our short married life so far,
we’ve lived in six houses, been blessed
with a baby boy, raised the necessary
financial support, and of course packed
and unpacked far too many times.

We’ve been stressed beyond our max,
experiencing everything from canker
sores to upset stomachs to sleepless
nights due to our heavy workloads.
We’ve had to give up our previous
careers and secure pension plans. We
lost our car in a collision. We’ve struggled
with support raising and the challenges

God has called us here,
clearly and passionately.
And thankfully, He has
also given us a love
for this country and
a desire to call it our
home.
of asking others for money. We said
goodbye to our family and friends and let
go of the comforts of our regular life.
But we’ve been blessed more than we
could have ever imagined. In addition to
the amazing peace we’ve experienced
from God as He leads us along this path
of serving Him, we’ve been physically
and spiritually blessed many times over.
We’ve seen God bring many financial
partners to our team and saw our support

Opposite Page Top Karyn Ball
poses with son, William and all
of their belongings after they
arrive in South Sudan
Opposite Page Bottom The
MAF plane touches down in
Juba
Above MAF pilot, Chris Ball and
son, William make new friends
with a MAF ground crewman
after arriving in Juba

say it directly to our faces. But God has
called us here, clearly and passionately.
And thankfully, He has also given us a
love for this country and a desire to call
it our home. I’m not sure how long it will
be our home for. Four years, eight years,
maybe more. But until He calls us to
serve elsewhere, South Sudan will be our
home. It’s not everything I would have
hoped for, but it is home and that’s all I
need. Grateful to be finally home.
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Our people make
the difference
MAF’s holistic approach to ministry
focuses on meeting people’s physical
needs. MAF planes can make a vital
difference and prolong life for those who
still need to hear the Gospel, but they
only tell half the story.

Together with the help of Canadian
supporters, they contribute to making a
huge impact in the lives of so many.
In fact, it’s because of our people that
in 2013 alone, globally Mission Aviation
Fellowship . . .

Made

78,108 flights.

199,267 passengers.

Traveled

11,544,397 kms.

Carried

6,766,184 kgs of cargo.

MAF missionaries serving in
Canada work to promote
the ministry of MAF and
recruit and train new
individuals and families for
missionary service.

Despite the fragile security,
there is a great need to
expand our services in
South Sudan. MAF staff are
working to bring hope to
this beleaguered African
nation.

From hockey to
orphanages, the Mongolia
team is always looking
for new ways to help the
Church and Christian
organizations bring the
Gospel to Mongolia.

UGANDA
KENYA
MAF missionaries in Kenya
not only provide support to
organizations based here,
but to those working in
South Sudan as well.

CHAD

HAITI
Canadians based in Haiti
provide a life-link to
communities and those
helping to rebuild following
2010’s devastating
earthquake.

DR CONGO

MAF helps to facilitate
the efforts of many
organizations that are
working together to see
the Gospel shared in this
country.

MAF missionaries are
working with partner
organizations to develop
expanded programmes in
the northwestern area of
the country.

ANGOLA

MAF missionaries serving
in Uganda provide access
to that country as well as
neighbouring South Sudan.

INDONESIA
MAF missionaries help to
impact the burgeoning
church in Indonesia as its
members strive to mature
in their faith.

ZAMBIA

MAF is expanding into the
southern regions of Angola,
and is providing a valuable
Flying Doctor service.

Canadians in Zambia serve
the country through our
partner Flying Mission
Services.

BOTSWANA
MAF staff in Botswana serve
the rural communities of
that African nation through
partner organization, Flying
Mission Services.

Transported

MONGOLIA

Canadians based in the UK
oversee many aspects of the
maintenance of our global
fleet that keep our planes
serviced and flying.

Flew

52,206 hours.

SOUTH SUDAN

UNITED KINGDOM

The real story is told through the
dedication, sacrifice, and commitment of
the men, women, and families who serve.
MAF Canada’s primary contribution to
this global work is found in our people.
Canadians serving with MAF are currently
making an impact in 19 countries
around the world - more than any other
supporting country in MAF’s global
family.

CANADA

RESTRICTED
ACCESS COUNTRIES
Canadian MAF missionaries
serve in two restricted
access countries (which
we are not able to list
here for security reasons)
where government or
local restrictions forbid the
preaching of the Gospel.

AUSTRALIA
LESOTHO
MAF is instrumental
in providing rural
communities with access
to health care through our
Flying Doctor service.

MADAGASCAR
MAF staff in Madagascar
are making a huge impact
and witness through
Medical Safaris that provide
health care and vaccines to
rural communities.

Canadian MAF staff in
Australia serve at the
Australian Center for
Mission Aviation (ACMA)
which is a mission aviation
training school run
collaboratively between
ACMA, MAF, and JAARS.

In cases where individuals have more than one role, the numbers
above reflect their primary role only. These roles include programme
and country directors, finance and logistics staff, technology
specialists, teachers, and administrators.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
In a country with few
roads, MAF is a major
source of access to Papua
New Guinea’s vast interior,
providing non government
and mission agencies with
safe and reliable transport,
as well as providing remote
communities with access
to the outside world.
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In the middle of September, the town of Renk in northern South
Sudan exploded in gunfire and shelling. Renk is hardly new to
violence, but this came without warning for the MEDAIR staff
working in their office and clinic. MAF came to their rescue in
two flights on consecutive days to evacuate a total of 17 people.
MEDAIR and MAF staff tell how the story unfolded.

Thursday,
September 18

Hannah Pilgrim
MEDAIR Health Manager

Hannah Pilgrim (MEDAIR) :

Story and Photos
LuAnne Cadd

I arrived back in Renk last Monday after
a short break in Nairobi, looking forward
to diving into the goals that I’d set for my
next 8 weeks. After a productive morning
in the clinic, I’d just arrived in the office
to start packing drugs when shelling and
gunshots filled the air.
Less than an hour later our team of 14
relocatable staff was packed up and
driving as quickly as possible to the
nearby UN compound for safety.

going to move. The final decision (also in
conjunction with the management team
in Juba) was that we needed to move
South. We packed our things.
While preparing packing, the shelling
was really coming close by. Two bombs
landed in the neighbourhood. For me
that was quite intense. I got nervous and
we had to speed up in packing things.
We couldn’t pack all of the bags well,
but did the best we could. I’ve been in
Malakal when there was fighting, but this
was more intense and those minutes just
before we could drive out were quite
scary. I had loads of questions going
through my mind. I was relieved we
managed to get out.

Friday,
September 19

Daniel Juzi

MAF Operations Manager

Daniel Juzi (MAF):
Dani Denish

MEDAIR Health & Hygiene Promoter

Dani Denish (MEDAIR) :

I only arrived in Renk on Thursday and
we went straight to the office. When I
opened my e-mail, Liz came and asked
if we heard the shelling. I hadn’t, but we
immediately took action. We closed our
computers and walked out. We took
shelter in the safe room. Shelling was
now landing close to our compound. We
sat together and decided where we were
going to move exactly, and if we were

The phone rings and it is MEDAIR on
the line. The question asked, focused
my attention quickly: “Can you do an
evacuation flight for MEDAIR. There has
been fighting in Renk and we need to get
our staff out.”
My first thought was: “Yes, of course
we can, we should, we must...” We had
one aircraft and crew available. It would
be Andrew Parker in “MAF-6” who would
attempt to get the MEDAIR team out of
Renk after we receive the go-ahead from
MEDAIR that the situation is calm enough
to extract people from the airstrip.
Continued...
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back safely on the ground at home
base, only essential personnel would be
allowed to be in the office. This is so we
could be undistracted with monitoring
the progress, hearing the HF radio, not
missing any calls, and liaising with MEDAIR
and other security related organizations.

Andrew Parker
MAF Pilot

Andrew Parker (MAF)

I was having a day off on the Friday
when Ops received the call requesting
an evacuation. Laura Hibberd came over
to our house to ask if I’d be willing to go.
That was around 10:15 AM. I changed
into uniform and got down to the airport
as soon as I could to re-fuel and prepare
the aircraft. With the help of the dispatch
team (and priority treatment from Juba
Tower), I was airborne at 11:29 AM.

Daniel Juzi (MAF):

At 11:29am we got the word that
Andrew was in the air. The moment
this happened, our Ops room changed
its status to “Security Level 3”. Because
there is an aircraft on a critical mission,
this means that from now until it is

Hannah Pilgrim (MEDAIR):
Reinier Kwantes

A sample of some of the
Skype messages sent to
MAF from MEDAIR:
11:54 Fighting has broken out
north west of the town. There is NO
fighting south of the town or near
UNMISS or near the airport.

12:33 Urgent. We have news, from
UNMISS and military intelligence. It
is unsafe to land. We will request for
the MAF plane to turn around.

Andrew Parker (MAF):

Nearly one and a half hours into the
flight (the flying time to Renk is almost
3 hours) I received a call from Ops on
the radio that the security situation had
deteriorated and I was to return to Juba.

Above MEDAIR team members
await the arrival of the MAF
plane from the relative safety of
the make-shift UN base on the
outskirts of the airfield at Renk,
South Sudan

Renk came. Those people had to flee
again, sometimes not knowing where to
go. The only thing we could do was pray.

MAF Pilot

Saturday,
September 20

Reinier Kwantes (MAF):

I was asked to do an evacuation flight on
Saturday the 20th of September. At
06:15 in the morning we went out to the
aircraft to prepare the flight. We were
waiting for a ‘green’ light from MEDAIR
in Renk, but at 09:00 we got the call that
the situation was still unsafe.

Dani Denish (MEDAIR):

Once in the UNMISS base we felt more
safe and we started to have some time
with the team, and also had some fun
together to shake off our experiences.
But now the worry about the people of

I’m so thankful for my past experience as
a camp counsellor for making it no big
deal to sleep on the ground, fashion a
rain fly out of a tarp, cook over a stove,
go without showering for 3 days, and
lead morning devotions.

Monday,
September 22

Chris Ball (MAF)

On Monday morning MEDAIR and our
operations were still evaluating the
situation of flying up to Renk and if the
MEDAIR team were able to safely get to
the airport. The decision was made that I
would go to Renk.
With the plane’s fuel tanks topped off
I headed north on the almost 3-hour
journey. Our ground operations team
kept me updated about the situation on
the ground in Renk as I flew up and we
made sure the MEDAIR team showed
up to the airport just before the plane

Chris Ball
MAF Pilot

landed. We agreed on a ground signal
with the MEDAIR team so they could
make the decision for me to land or not
at the last minute depending on the
situation.
Thankfully the ground signal was
positive, so I continued with my
approach. I parked the plane in the
middle of the runway where their vehicles
were, loaded up the plane with their gear
and got them on board. It was a very
quick turn around getting back in the air.
The MEDAIR staff was quite relieved to be
on their way out of the insecure situation.

Daniel Juzi (MAF):

Now we were at least half way done. One
load of people out; a second one to go.
Continued...
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Planes.
Provision.

At the very core, these are the 4 things that are essential to ensuring
that the important work and ministry of Mission Aviation Fellowship
continues. Interdependent and related, all are equally important.
It goes without saying that our purpose is to support the work of
individuals and partner organizations. But the planes we use to
accomplish this task are useless without fuel and parts, and even with
those things, they would still sit idle and unused without the skilled
men and women who fly and maintain them, or provide support to
those who do.

Partners.

MAF missionaries serve in more than 30 countries around the world.
More are needed to fill critical roles as pilots, aircraft mechanics,
teachers and business administrators among others. You can help
send and keep them serving.

People.

Our People make the difference.

Tuesday,
September 23

Reinier Kwantes (MAF)

On Tuesday the 23rd of September I flew
to Renk for another attempt. The time
on the ground was 12 minutes. Just after
starting the engine I saw at the end of
the runway ‘something’ moving in our
direction. It then slowly moved to the
side. I could see it was too long to be a
person and it moved too slow to be a car.
After it moved far enough to the side I
started the take-off. I could now see that
the ‘object’ was a camel with two people
sitting on it. At the end of the runway I
saw on my left two people standing with
AK-47’s. They weren’t pointing or making
any moves, so I assessed it as no threat.

Hannah Pilgrim (MEDAIR)

For me the hardest thing was seeing
people along the road with nowhere to
run and not even a shelter to protect
themselves from the rain or clean
water to drink, or enough food for their
children, and not having the capacity
to bring all of them with me. Even more
heartbreaking is the fact that it isn’t the
first time that they have had to flee from
their homes (and probably not even just
the second time for most of them), and it
isn’t a unique situation in the country.
Being surrounded by so much need
and brokenness, there have been many
times recently when my faith has felt
weak or non-existent, and I’ve been

overwhelmed or tempted to just check
out in light of how powerless I am against
these odds. During our time waiting
for an evacuation flight, I found myself
confronted with these feelings and lots
of time to think and process and pray
through them, and be reminded that
God’s faithfulness doesn’t waver even
when mine does.

Dani Denish, (MEDAIR)

I was thinking about all our health and
hygiene promotion activities. The places
where we had worked might now be
empty. People must have left their
houses in Renk. I hope that we can go
back soon with a larger team.

Top Left A sight for sore eyes.
The MEDAIR vehicle
and MAF aircraft side by side
Top Right A heartfelt note of
thanks from the MEDAIR staff
to our team in South Sudan
Lower Left MEDAIR staff in
the UNMISS base tent on the
outskirts of the airfield in Renk
prior to evacuation
Lower Right Grateful to be
safe, members of the MEDAIR
team pose after arriving safely
in Juba

Consider a gift today that will help keep MAF missionaries
serving on the field. Thank you for your support.
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When
the call
comes

A new plane
for

Even a well deserved
day off can’t keep an
MAF pilot from doing
his duty when the life
of a child is at stake.

I

Story Mandy Glass
Photos Melanie Marsh

M

AF Papua New Guinea pilot,
Canadian Jason Marsh had just
finished serving his wife, Melanie,
breakfast in bed, in celebration of their
wedding anniversary when a call came
over the radio.
As Jason reached for the receiver
he guessed at there being a medical
evacuation.
Sure enough, the MAF staff at the
Goroka base were calling to say there
was an emergency - a young boy had
suffered a snake bite in a village called
Owena.
While this changed the outlook of the
couple‘s day somewhat, they were still
able to spend it together as there was
space for Melanie to accompany Jason
on the flight.
The first request Jason had for the
guys at the base was regarding a weather
report for Owena; any wind and they
would not be able to land. It is one of
the steepest (12.5% slope) and shortest
strips (380m) our pilots go into so it is
imperative the weather is cooperative.
Twenty minutes later, with the
conditions favourable and the plane
fuelled and ready, they took off for
the 24-minute flight. As they were

flying, Melanie was praying about a few
different things: “... that the little boy
would be able to hang on until we were
able to get him to a hospital, that the
wind would remain calm and the airstrip
clear for landing and that my breakfast
would remain where I had put it that
morning.“
For Melanie, it was her first time
landing in Owena and as they got close,
looking from her co-pilot‘s seat, she
began to hunt for the clearing. “As we
came around the last mountain to do a
fly over to check out the strip and wind
sock, I was surprised at the length of the
clearing we would be putting down in. As
we touched down and rumbled our way
up to the top of the airstrip, people came
from all directions to meet the plane,“
she said.
As quickly as possible, cargo was pulled
off the plane that had been waiting in
Goroka to go out to the people at Owena
and the plane was made ready for the
sick little boy and the carer who would
be going with him. As the preparations
were made, Melanie was able to briefly
catch up with the missionary who has
been working with the people in this area
for nearly 30 years.

Top Left Young Naha is secured
to a mat in the MAF plane
Top Right MAF pilot, Jason
Marsh provides last minute
instructions prior to take off
from Owena
Bottom Crowds form whenever
the MAF plane touches down

She was surprised to hear there were
death adder snakes in this area of the
country as it is the same elevation as
Goroka at 5,200ft, an altitude that is
not their usual habitat. The missionary
shared they have frequent issues with
snake bites and as reliable refrigeration is
necessary to keep the anti-venom, they
are unable to keep a supply there.
Naha, the snake’s victim, cheated the
usual outcome of a death adder’s bite.
He was lucky that it struck his finger
and therefore the poison did not make
its way into the blood stream quickly.
For that reason and because MAF could
respond so quickly, the little boy was
able to be flown out to a main centre to
receive successful treatment.

Ecuador

t began with a simple phone call. A
couple from Canada’s West Coast felt
God calling them to give a sacrificial gift
towards the purchase of an aircraft for
MAF, and contacted us to inquire about
our needs. Little did they know that a
campaign was already in progress to
raise the necessary $2 million to buy a
new Quest Kodiak for Ecuador. Excited
to know that their gift could help put
this plane in service sooner, they didn’t
hesitate to contribute the last $1.5 million
needed.
But before this new Kodiak could
be put into service, it would have to
undergo some break-in flights. What
a perfect opportunity to visit a select
number of cities across Western Canada!
While those in attendance enjoyed an up
close and personal look at this incredible
aircraft, we had the privilege of meeting
many of the amazing supporters who
help to make the work of MAF possible.
The weather co-operated and the
plane, flown by MAF pilot Tim Chase with
pilot and MAF volunteer, Jim Muir in the
right seat, was able to visit 7 cities in 4
provinces during its 8 day journey.
“It was a tremendous opportunity
for us to meet so many of our faithful
supporters, and hear their stories and
connection to MAF. We came away
feeling truly blessed,” said Craig Lewis,
MAF Canada’s Director of Resource
Development.
This particular Kodiak will continue
a rich history of mission aviation in
Ecuador that began in 1948 when
mission organizations were just realizing
how the airplane could be used to
advance God’s Kingdom. Working

under the name Alas de Socorro (ADSE),
which means Wings of Help Ecuador,
MAF missionaries Nate and Marj Saint
established an aviation base at Shell
Mera, on the east side of the Andes
mountains.
The aid the aircraft was able to bring
then is still needed today, as those living
in the remote jungle villages of Ecuador
are usually days away from the nearest
medical resources, walking on rough
footpaths through the dense jungle to
find help, even in emergencies. ADSE flies
into 200 remote jungle airstrips around
the country, bringing with them lifesustaining supplies and operating an air
ambulance service in collaboration with
the Ecuadorian Ministry of Health.
The Kodiak was specially designed by
the Quest Aircraft Company who tailored
it to the needs of missionary aviators
like MAF. It is a STOL (short takeoff and
landing) aircraft, enabling it to fly into the
short, rugged airstrips served by ADSE in
Ecuador. It also runs on jet fuel, which
is much less expensive and more readily
available than aviation gasoline (avgas),
reducing operating costs. This nextgeneration mission aircraft has a cargo
and seating capacity that is twice that of
the C206s currently serving in Ecuador,
and it can fly farther and faster.
We are grateful for the generous gift
that made the purchase of this Kodiak
possible, and for the ongoing support
to our ministry which helps to fuel lifesustaining flights in Ecuador and in many
other countries around the world. Thank
you! Without your partnership in MAF’s
ministry, none of this work would be
possible.

Above MAF Canada’s interim
CEO, Gary Toews addresses the
attendees in Pitt Meadows, BC
Middle From left to right;
MAF Director of Resource
Development, Craig Lewis, MAF
pilot, Tim Chase, MAF Director of
Volunteers and Partner Relations,
Alex Henderson, MAF Interim
CEO, Gary Toews, and pilot and
MAF volunteer, Jim Muir
Bottom Some of the friends we
made along the way

Join us on

Sunday, February 22
for the Annual MAF Day of Prayer.
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